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Preface
Looking back at the
2020 Global Risk Perceptions Report
• Last year, we revealed one of the key
frameworks Tactix clients use to defend the
safety of their science-based products, from
plastics to pesticides to vaccines
• We showed which variables determine why
(and when) the public will become concerned
about the safety of a product
• The model offered both an early warning device
for when people would mobilize in opposition
against a product and a roadmap for how to
reduce risk perceptions
• In short, while last year’s report offered insights
into building a reactive defence, this year’s
report is all about building a proactive defence
2020 Global Risk Perceptions Report
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In this year’s Global Risk Perceptions Report, we use our DeepLearning tools to examine where
companies create—or destroy—business value in how they manage Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) risks. While much of ESG strategy focuses on how investors drive companies’
behaviours, Tactix’ work and our analysis focus instead on the behaviours of consumers
and policymakers.
Investors may be the loudest voice pushing for greater transparency; they may have a lot to lose if an
ESG risk comes crashing down. But the most material ESG risks are ultimately driven by consumers
and policymakers.
Said another way, our research finds that the primary way ESG is converted into business value is by the
behaviours of consumers or policymakers. In short, companies with weak ESG propositions can:

•
•

Lose market share by failing to meet customers’ expectations for good behaviour
Face added regulatory burden limiting strategic freedom or market access

Meaningful ESG investments can be incredibly expensive. Unfortunately, they often go to waste because
of three primary pitfalls:

•
•
•

Prioritizing ESG initiatives that are not truly important to stakeholders
Communicating in a way that is misperceived as greenwashing
Getting lost in contradictory ESG scoring systems

The following chapters offer data, insights, and case studies to address each of these pitfalls in turn.
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The Unfortunate Irony of ESG

The key strength of ESG analysis is that it measures
what companies do and not what companies say
about sustainability; its core principle is that actions
speak louder than words.
Ironically then, when it comes to assessing ESG
risks and prioritizing investments, a common
‘best practice’ is still to simply ask stakeholders
what they care about and make decisions based
on what they say rather than examining what
stakeholders actually do in response to different
ESG investments.

Tactix Risk Communications

Value Proposition of Scientifically
Using Artificial Intelligence to
Understanding Stakeholders
Diagnose Policymakers’ Concerns
The core premise of Tactix’ DeepLearning research
is that the very act of asking a question changes
the answer. Conventional public opinion research
(e.g., polling, survey, or interviews) forces
respondents to formulate an answer on a subject
they may never have even thought about. This
distortion creates a gulf between what people say is
important and what their behaviour demonstrates is
important to them.
Companies that actively measure stakeholder
behaviours (rather than simply asking opinions) can
build a competitive advantage in better managing
ESG risks by genuinely understanding stakeholder
concerns and prioritizing the right investments.
Tactix’ DeepLearning tools have been designed to
obtain these insights.

To analyze policymakers’ concerns, we begin
by creating representative samples of 5,000
policymakers in each capital city we work in,
from Washington D.C. to Brussels to Tokyo.
These samples are anonymised to meet the
privacy requirements of the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and capture insights
from policymakers’ social media profiles without
capturing personally identifiable information. Data is
aggregated to develop a comprehensive picture of
the organic conversations shaping policy in
each capital.
We complement social media analysis with Natural
Language Processing (NLP) of government
documents to obtain deeper insights.
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